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Just The Same
Frank Hamilton

Transcribed this from the YouTube video shown below. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7UDs8DMuTI

Its hard to tell what exactly he is playing, but I ve tried to make the chords 
here sound as much like they are supposed to as possible. 

If anyone has corrections PLEASE let me know as I would love to play this song 
exactly as it should be played, but for now this is what I have .........

INTRO AND VERSE

Two chords repeated throughout.

E Major                                    Asus2
e|-----|-----|-----|                       e|-----|-----|-----|
B|-----|-----|-----|                       B|-----|-----|-----|
G|--X--|-----|-----|                       G|-----|--X--|-----|
D|-----|--X--|-----|                       D|-----|--X--|-----|
A|-----|--X--|-----|                       A|-----|-----|-----|
E|-----|-----|-----|                       E|-----|-----|-----|

Two new ones at the end of the verse.

Not sure on the names of these chords so I shall name them:

Chord7(as first finger is on fret 7)     Chord5(as first finger is on fret 5)
e|-----|-----|-----|                       e|-----|-----|-----|
B|-----|-----|-----|                       B|-----|-----|-----|
G|-----|--X--|-----|                       G|-----|--X--|-----|
D|-----|-----|--X--|                       D|-----|-----|--X--|
A|-----|-----|--X--|                       A|-----|-----|--X--|
E|--X--|-----|-----|                       E|--X--|-----|-----|
 (fret 7)                                   (fret 5)

INTRO: Emaj  Asus4  x2

VERSE:

Emaj                         Asus4
I could fit my life in a suitcase 
               Emaj
and carry it home 
                             Asus4
always coming back to the same place 



                           Emaj
i ve been coming back so long 
                                         Asus4
and there s nothing in the movies or the magazines 
                        Emaj
that says where I come from 
                                         Asus4
but if i could put these feelings in a melody 
                              Chord7             Chord5
It s enough to keep me moving along, keep moving along 
                Chord7
Just sat by the window 
                   Chord5 (one strum)
Watching it all go wrong

CHORUS
Emaj                             Asus4
If you re tired of the same old story, 
                Emaj
Sing ooh ooh ooh 
                     Asus4
If you wanna make a change 
                Emaj
Sing ooh ooh ooh 
                               Asus4
Throw your hands up if you re with me 
               Emaj
Sing ooh ooh ooh 
                           Asus4
If you re feeling just the same...

That s as far as I ve got really, but you could probably repeat that for most of
the song.


